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Tools for Understanding Folk Religions
Introduction to Social Science and Religious Research

1. The "scientific" study of religion

a. The phenomena of religion (as defined by the researcher) are examined:
practices, rites, rituals, ceremonies, symbols, artifacts, belief systems, etc.

b. These phenomena are analyzed rationally in light of the underlying
assumptions of the researcher.  The analysis is used to develop models or
theories of the religion being studied.

c. The problem of reductionism: the bulk of social science approaches to religion
overlook the theological content and are interested in fitting the observed
phenomena into the researcher's paradigm (the following descriptions are
adapted from Hiebert; for extended discussion see Evans-Pritchard, Theories
of Primitive Religion and Taylor, Beyond Explanation, 17-66): 

i. Edward B. Tylor's evolutionary model, which envisioned a development
in religions from animism (or magic) to religion and then from religion to
science. He saw religion as fundamentally an illusion brought about by
the immaturity (in evolutionary terms) of the minds that proposed the
ideas.  Frazer's contemporaries also manifested similar attitudes.  

ii. A. R. Radcliffe-Brown's functional theory, which limited the consideration
of religion to a people's self-expression serving as a social glue (truth
was not important, only religion's function in holding a society together)

iii. Freud's psychoanalytic view, in which religion is explained in terms of
projected emotions and unconscious motivations by which we seek to
deal with our guilt and anxiety.

2. Two significant issues in the study of religion (see Terry Muck, The Mysterious
Beyond)

a. What kind of observer am I?

i. The insider: the stance taken by proponents of the religion. 

ii. The reporter: the stance taken by an outsider whose job is to objectively
report what he/she sees (a kind of scientist of religion).  We must beware
of "relative" objectivity--actually subjectivity disguised to look objective.

iii. The specialist: essentially reporters who go beyond the normal reporting
method and specialize in one religion or one aspect of religion.  
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b. What does it mean to take other religions seriously?

i. Respect: Handling with care the religious beliefs we are working with
ii. Humility: A way of doing a reality check; we must approach this whole

topic with humility.
iii. Sensitivity: we are rarely sensitive enough about the religious

commitment of others, and all-too-often over sensitive about our own.
iv. Advocacy: Inappropriate at the data collection stage of religious

research.

3. Tools of research: What are some of the major reasearch "brushes" that we can
use to understand folk religions?  

a. Participant observation
b. Symbol and ritual analysis
c. Script analysis
d. We use these tools to help understand the building blocks of folk religions,

including:
i. World view
ii. Powers
iii. Myth
iv. Symbol
v. Ritual

4. A Christian evaluative approach:

a. The general Christian approach is to examine religious doctrines and/or ideas
and evaluate them in light of divine revelation.  There appear to be two
foundational tests of all religious claims:

i. Are they in harmony with God's revealed word? (Deut 13:1-5)
ii. Do they work? (Deut 18:20-22)

b. Builds on significant presuppositions, including:

i. The Bible is God's revelation about Himself to all people of the world
ii. All cultures have elements which Scripture commends as well as

elements which Scripture condemns
iii. The Holy Spirit is at work today in the lives of all genuine believers, who

have the ability to develop a relevant, Scriptural approach to life in their
context

iv. All humans are affected by sin; every human endeavor or activity is in
some way tainted by its effects.

v. God is the author of cultural variation, and all cultures can be subsumed
under His authority.
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vi. The chief focus of history is not human cultures or religions, but the
Kingdom of God. (Matthew 24:9-14; see also Mark 13:10). The
proclamation of the kingdom is to go to all nations.  In our day of
religious pluralism, and with many calling for a cessation of Christian
mission under the rubric of all roads lead to heaven, this passage stands
as a reminder that we must preach the good news of Jesus to ALL
nations, not just to those that already have a Christian influence. Ladd
states, "This Gospel of the Kingdom, this Good News of Christ's victory
over God's enemies, must be preached in all the world for a witness to
all nations.  This is our mission."  (Ladd, Gospel of the Kingdom, p. 130). 
Further on, he states: "The ultimate meaning of history between the
Ascension of our Lord and His return in glory is found in the extension
and working of the Gospel in the world. . . . The divine purpose in the
nineteen hundred years since our Lord lived on earth is found in the
history of the Gospel of the Kingdom.  The thread of meaning is woven
into the missionary program of the Church. (Ibid., p. 133; emphasis
mine).

5. Excursus: Emic and Etic Perspectives (Pelto and Pelto, Anthropological Research,
p. 62

This distinction was developed for anthropology by Ward Goodenough as an
application from linguistic theory, named by linguist Kenneth Pike in 1956
(Bernard, Research Methods, p. 226).

Emic Approaches (Insider's perspective) Etic Approaches (Outsider's perspective)

1. The primary method is interviewing, in depth, and
in the vernacular.

1. Primary method is observation of behavior.

2. The intent is to seek the categories of meanings,
as nearly as possible in the ways the people
themselves define things.

2. Intent is to seek patterns of behavior, as defined
by the observer.

3. The people's definitions of meaning, their idea
systems, are seen as the most important 'causes'
or explanations of behavior.

3. Impersonal, nonideational factors, especially
material conditions, are seen as significant
movers of human action.

4. Systems and patterns are identified through ical
analysis, especially by a quasi-linguistic analysis
of contrast sets.

4. Systems and patterns are identified through
quantitative analysis of events and actions.

5. Cross-cultural generalizations must wait for the
conversion of culturally specific patterns and
meanings into more abstracted, intercultural cat-
egories (etic categories!).

5. Cross-cultural generalizations can be made
directly, by applying the same methods of
observation, with the same outside-derived
concepts, to two or more different cultures.

6. The methodological strategy is fundamentally
inductive, for research cannot proceed until the
"peoples' categories of meaning" have been
discovered.

6. The methodological strategy can range from "pure
induction" to various mixtures of inductive and
deductive research.
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6. A holistic and integrated approach

a. The problem: Many elements of religions are socially observable phenomena,
but not all of them are.  At the same time,
many elements of religions are theological,
but not all are.

i. The scientific approach
reminds us of the need for
careful observations.  It
also helps us understand
the context of the culture in
which the religion is found.

ii. The theological approach
provides the evaluative
paradigm or hermeneutical
grid through which our
analysis is to take place.

b. Levels of analysis

i. Phenomenological analysis: emic in nature; requires holistic
understanding of the elements and environments of culture, including the
spiritual environment (diagram).  See, for example, M. W. Payne's
analysis of Akinsola Akiwowo in "Akiwowo, Orature and Divination:
Approaches to the Construction of an Emic Sociological Paradigm of
Society."
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ii. Ontological or epistemological analysis: etic in nature, requires holistic
understanding of the religious propositions and/or ideas underlying the
practices and the development of a biblical response to them.  

iii. Missiological analysis: lives in tension between emic and etic.  It should
be:

(1) Sensitive to the culture/phenomena
(2) In conformity to the governing principles of Scripture 
(3) Focused on facilitating an indigenous response to the issues.



Folk and Formal Religions

1. What is folk religion and where does it fit in?

a. A wide variety of terms has been coined to cover the basic idea (adapted
from Schreiter, Constructing Local Theology)

i. Popular religion:  Not popular in the sense of what is fashionable, but in
the sense of what is of the people.  Three contrasts with official religion
may be noted:

(1) The non-institutionalized religiosity of the common person: "those
patterns of behavior and belief that somehow escape the control of
the institutional specialists, existing alongside (and sometimes
despite) the efforts at control of these specialists."  (Schreiter,
Constructing Local Theology, p. 125)

(2) The non-elite religiosity of the common person: The more non-
literate, nonverbal, and (often) more energetic religious expressions
of the non-elite.  This is often seen in economic terms, with the
lower end of the economic scale belonging to common religion.

(3) The less intellectualized religiosity of the common person: Dealing
with the quantity and quality of lore, particularly specialized lore.

These three dimensions may by diagramed:
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ii. Religion on the ground (a more recent term that avoids some of the
pejorative connotations associated with other terms)

iii. Little tradition (as opposed to "great" traditions, the more orthodox,
doctrinally based and priestly executed religious frameworks).

iv. Folk religion: Again referring to religion "of the people", though with
additional connotation of the lower strata of society as the particular
"people."  The romantic idea involves folk wisdom embodied in proverbs,
stores, and myth.  The political idea involves a romantic notion of purity
untainted by modernity.  It is oriented on the earthly, material needs of
daily life (see Ching and Kung, Christianity and Chinese Religions, p. 47)

v. Common religion:  (Robert Towler, Homo Religiosus: Sociological
Problems in the Study of Religion) The more formal and doctrinal
aspects of a religion are generally the domain of specialists.  Common
religion, on the other hand, is composed of the baseline of the average
person's religious response to the daily needs of life.

b. Meeting human needs: a paradigm for understanding folk religions.

All human beings have needs in three primary areas: appetites (our physical
needs), security (emotional needs) and significance (our spiritual needs). 
Folk religions are those religious dynamics that focus most closely on the day
to day security needs we have as people.

We will explore this more thoroughly in the
themes section of the course.

c. Folk religions are often portrayed
as a mixture of local religious traditions (or
"Little Tradition") with animistic beliefs on
the pragmatic level.  They are thought to
be ruled by pragmatism, with the founda-
tional question being,  "Does it work?"  

d. In terms of the larger culture, folk religion
(and associated animistic practices) are
often found at the periphery rather than the
social core:

e. In terms of the individual, we often see
orthodox practices at the surface.  However,
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they can be built on an animistic and folk religious core.

2. A general comparison of high and folk religion (Burnett, Unearthly Powers):

High Religion Low Religion

Answers cosmic questions: origin of
universe, meaning of life

Answers everyday issues: sickness,
drought, war

Written text with fixed system of beliefs No written text.  Myths and rituals

Specialist leadership roles Informal, no specialists

Central institutions: church, mosque,
temple.  Formal training

Few institutions.  Apprenticeship type
of training

Formalized moral teaching Amoral system, pragmatic



World View

1. World view is often broadly (and circularly) defined as the way in which we
understand the world around us (e.g., Geisler and Watkins, 1989, 11; Kraft, 1983,
222). 

a. It is essentially pre-theoretical in character; it is the foundation upon which
theories and the methods of theorizing are built (Walsh, 1992, 16).  

b. As such, it is a belief system (Dodd, 1991, 75; Olthius, 1985, 155) of the basic
assumptions we make about reality (Hiebert, 1985, 45). 

c. Because it is pre-theoretical, it is generally not found at the conscious level,
and the assumptions which comprise it are not necessarily coherently linked
to each other--they may even be contradictory.  The assumptions world view
is generally concerned with include the nature of the world we inhabit (time
and space), the nature of us as people (existence and being), the nature of
the One we image (powers), and how we know (knowledge and logic):
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d. Thoughts about the assumptive areas of world view:

i. Our assumptions are conditioned and established through the concepts
and training we received from our culture as we were growing up.

ii. The assumptions at every level are in some way distorted because of
our sin nature.

iii. Each set of assumptions is intertwined with the others and cannot be
viewed in isolation from the total framework.

iv. Our world view is dynamically changing all the time, as new events and
circumstances unfold around us.  For the Christian, our core
assumptions should be more and more conforming to the image of
Christ.

v. These assumptions are not limited to the cognitive.  The also include the
affective and the evaluative (from Heibert's model).

e. World view defines the way we "lean into life"; it is both a map of life and a
map for life (Walsh, 1992, 18). 

i. As a map of life it is a lens or window through which to view and make
sense of the events we see every day (Kraft, 1983, 222). 

ii. In addition to being a map of life, world view provides a map for life
(Walsh, 1992, 18-19).  

2. Several elements are involved in the
construction of world views:

a. Our genetic paramaters
b. The image of God as foundational to

being human
c. Language
d. Life history
e. Enculturation
f. Our sinful or transformed nature as

spiritual beings
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3. World view and culture are not monolithic; several “layers” may be noted.  

a. Human Universals: All cultures build off the basic block of what it means to be
“human.”  There is a common human core to every culture; and
characteristics of all cultures that build on our humanity (includes facts of
language, institutions, need for values, social interations, etc.; see below on
“The Common Human Core”).

b. National/Cultural Particulars: Each cultural unit (in the diagram below seen as
a geo-political nation) has chosen particular ways to adapt to its environment
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in light of its historical development.  Whether there are truly “national”
cultures is debated, but the contemporary constraints of national units (e.g.,
the need for visas to cross lines; the fact of national level governments, offical
country languages and school systems) helps mold and shape culture at a
national level.

c. Ethnic/Familial Community Specifics: Within the national or larger cultural
milieu, each ethnic group (on down to the family level) chooses its own
cultural adaptations.  In a certain respect, every family unit (whether extended
or nuclear) borrows from the culture and ingrains its members its set of
values.

d. Individual Idiosyncracies: Every human being is more than just a product of
culture.  We all come into the world predisposed genetically to favor certain
characteristics (e.g., shyness or sociability).  That we are made in God’s
image gives us ability to choose to accept or reject values that we see around
us.  

e. Finally, we should note that every person "belongs" to more than one micro-
culture--we are something of a conglomeration of such cultures, each with its
distinct rules of operation.  While each may be distinguished, there are many
common threads interwoven among them (e.g., business, home, school,
church, friendships, etc.)



Power(s) in Folk Religions

1. The heartbeat of our world view is founded on the fact that we are made in God`s
image.  

a. Being in the image of Someone, we have a built in desire to link with the One
whose image we bear.  

b. As a result of Adam and Eve`s fall and their consequent expulsion from the
Garden (Gen. 3:1-24), our direct link was sundered.  However, we retained
the image of God (Gen. 9:6), and our search for intimate re-connection with
the Creator continues, though it is now distorted and is expressed as a deep
concern with the powers that govern the world we inhabit (Jacobs, 1979,
Conn, 1979; see also Wink, 1992, 3-10).  

c. This concern has resulted in an almost infinite variety of postulated cosmic
powers, the total geography of which is composed of a multitude of what may
be called powerscapes.  

d. We do not have the space or time to develop a full geography of
powerscapes, but we may trace the outlines of significant aspects of the
terrain for this discussion. 

2. The first issue is that of identifying the power(s).  

a. People of every culture postulate a rich variety of power sources which impact
their world (Jacobs, 1979; Hiebert, 1982; Burnett, 1990).  

b. Their understanding of these powers forms the religious landscape they
inhabit, and their assumptions about these powers gives them the range of
answers to the questions of life and faith that they ask.  

c. The types of powers accepted as real by the culture, whether they are
ascribed personality or considered impersonal, and their respective names
are learned early in life.  

d. They are deeply embedded in the cultural fabric, and inform life not just in the
religious arena, but in every aspect of daily living.  

3. Three classes or types of powers may be considered:

a. Physical powers: not often the focus of folk religion, though beliefs about
them are ideologies that determine religious perspectives (e.g., Carl Sagan’s
perception seen in the movie “Contact” that these are all that rule the universe
might be considered a secular type of folk religion or folk ideology)

b. Spiritual powers (personal and impersonal)

i. Impersonal:

(1) Relational issues are not as important--but knowledge of how the
powers work (folk science) and how they may be harnessed (as we
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harness electricity) is (see Hiebert, 1982). 
(2) This knowledge may require training (schooling or apprenticeship)

and is usually guarded closely.  Accessing these powers may be
exacting and dangerous (just like electricity), though they do exist in
benign forms (e.g., baseball magic described by Gmelch, 1985). 

ii. Personal: Spirits, gods, demons, ghosts, etc. When they seen to be are
behind events, skills including knowing how to placate, appease, please,
or interest them are of significance to the community

(1) The relational grammar seen among people in the daily life of the
culture will apply.  

(2) The powers will require the appropriate respect, means of initiation,
and methods of supplication and petition.  The rules for these will
be relationally founded and parallel the rules used for normal
human relationships (e.g., respect for elders).  

(3) The powers will be expected to respond in light of their
interpretation of whether the proper communication methods and
channels were used and whether their needs are being
appropriately met by the supplicant.

c. Human (psychological and social) powers

i. Bridging the gap between physical and spiritual powers are the types of
forces generated and driving human beings. We study these in the
domain of the "soft" sciences, namely the social powers. 

ii. These range from the individual to the social levels, including physical
drives or motivations we have as human beings (see McClelland's
massive Human Motivation, 1990) as well as the power social systems
(ideologies, bureaucracies, economic systems, etc.) have in determining
our existence.  

iii. In one sense, these are personal powers in that they do not exist apart
from people.  In another sense, however, they are impersonal powers
because they do not have a separate ontological existence apart from
the social structures found in human cultures.

4. Types of impersonal spiritual powers:

a. Kismet (Turkish term for fate), karma, fate

b. Mana (discussion from Allan R. Tippett, "The Concept of Mana"; class notes
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for Introduction to Animism): 

i. Defining mana

(1) Taken from Melanesia, originally defined by R. W. Codrington:

"It is a power or influence, not physical, and in a way supernatural;
but it shows itself in physical force, or in any kind of power or
excellence which a man possesses.  This mana is not fixed in
anything, and can be conveyed in almost anything; but spirits,
whether disembodied souls or supernatural beings, have it and can
impart it, and it essentially belongs to personal beings to originate
it, though it may act through the medium of water, a stone or a
bone."

"A force altogether distinct from physical power, which acts in all
kinds of ways for good and evil, and which is of the greatest
advantage to possess or control."

(2) R. R. Marrett (anthropologist) used it in a world-wide framework:

"cases of magico-religious efficacy where the efficacy has been
automatic or derived--i.e., proceeding from the nature of a sacred
person or thing, or put into a person or thing by a ghost or spirit."  

(3) Hiebert: an impersonal transempirical force that acts for good and
evil.  It affects everything that is beyond the ordinary power of
humans, and outside the common processes of nature.  To be able
to possess and control it is a great advantage, but to handle it
without proper knowledge and ritual is dangerous.

(4) Other similar terms from different cultures:

(a)Orenda (Iroquois; "mystic power derived from a chant")
(b)Wakan (Sioux; "power that brings things to pass")
(c)Maxpe (Crow)
(d)Manitou (Algonquin; same as two above)
(e)Hasuia (Madagascar; "efficacy")
(f)Baraka (Morocco; "Holiness"; Swahili, "Holy")
(g)Toh (Indonesia)
(h)Magit (New Britian and Western Solomons; "soul stuff; one's
personality or spirit force")

ii. Points to note:
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(1) It is supernatural

(a)Beyond the ordinary power of men
(b)Outside the common processes of nature

(2) It is impersonal

(a)Resembles a contagion or infection
(b)May have a material object as its vehicle
(c)Belongs to a personal being to activate it
(d)May be accidentally transmitted

(3) It is a-moral

(a)Good or evil according to the intention of the user
(b)Goor or evil according to the rite used

(4) It is the product of a ritual act (sacrifice, dance, etc.)

(a)Operated by the correctly approved person
(b)Performed in the correct ceremonial manner
(c)Performed on correct occasion or emergency

(5) Correctly used it is social

(a)Good

(i)For the prosperity, preservation and growth of the people in
peace and war
(ii)For the maintenance of law and order and custom
(iii)For control of weather and harvests

(b)Evil

(i)Against the enemy and the foreigner
(ii)Disciplinary--against the idiosyncratic person among the group

(6) Used individually it represents a corruption (many forms of black
magic)

(7) It is quantitative

(a)Efficacy may depend on the degree or quantity or strength of the
mana produced
(b)Mana used for good and evil compete (good protects against
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evil; strongest wins)

c. Magic: 

i. Defining magic: use of this-worldly, supernatural power to achieve one's
desired goals.  "A system of conceptual laws of cause and effect,
operating regularly through spell and ritual, handed down by tradition,
and manipulating the impersonal supernatural power of mana" (Grant,
"Folk Religion in Islam," 28)

ii. Theories of magic (Grant, "Folk Religion in Islam," 22-33)

(1) E. B. Tylor (Primitive Culture): A basic unity with science, in that
both assume constant laws of the universe, both employ the
association of ideas.  However, overall it was a false pseudo-
science based on a false philosophical foundation.

(2) James G. Frazer (Golden Bough): Agreed with Tylor that is was a
type of pre-science.

(a)Magic is founded on two major premises:

(i)Law of Similarity: like produces like
(ii)Law of Contagion: Once things have been in contact, they act on
each other from a distance.

(b)A magical rite acts on its own; it causes an automatic, immediate
result (the magician is powerful only because he/she knows the
spell, not because he/she has personal power which makes the
magic work).

(3) Bronislaw Malinowski (Magic, Science, and Religion): magic is
found whenever a people comes to an unbridgable gap and must
continue their pursuit.  Magic is a means to an end, and belief in
magic is simple with a straightforward and definite aim.

(a)There are three typical elements involved:

(i)Phonetic effects (imitation of natural sounds in the spell)
(ii)Use of words to command the desired effect
(iii)References to mythological illusions (namely ancestral and
cultural heroes)

(b)Surrounded by strict conditions
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(i)Exact remembrance of the spell
(ii)Rite must be performed exactly
(iii)You must always be aware of counter-magic

iii. Major types of magic (Dupré, Religion in Primitive Cultures, 144-47):

(1) Substitute magic: Magical power is released by substituting a part
of the one against whom the magic is being worked (hair, nails,
footprint, etc.).

(2) Contagious magic: Magical power is released by a contagious
object which has been empowered (similar to the spread of
disease).

(3) Sympathetic magic: Magical power is released by symbolization of
the object against which the magic will be used (e.g., drawings or
sculptures of an animal to ensure a successful hunt of that animal).

(4) Gnoseological magic: Magical power is released by having and
using appropriate knowledge about sequences, timing, words and
accents, etc.

iv. Categories of magic:

(1) White magic: used to achieve good goals (bringing rain, victory in
battle, success in group ventures)--estimated that 90% of all magic
is "white"; can be used privately, but it is not necessary to keep it a
secret (socially acceptable)

(2) Black magic: to harm or destroy someone in the society.  Used in
secret (an anti-social activity!)

d. Evil eye: Power in one's eye(s) that harms those being seen.  Particulary
susceptible are children, brides, pregnant women, and people in ritual states. 
Some are born with it, and learn to warn others about it.  To avoid the effects
of the evil eye, compliments may be withheld (to say a child is pretty is to
solicit the looks of people who may have the evil eye).  Also, food is
susceptible, and so may be eaten in private (to avoid the look of others). 
Handicrafts cannot be perfect so as to attract attention, so a fault is
purposfully made.  Similar to this are evil mouth, touch, etc.

e. Omens: objects or events that warn people about the presence of power (or
mana) or of the consequences of certain acts; a type of supernatural NORAD.

f. Taboos: prohibitions based on the belief that certain objects and actions have
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power are are therefore potentially dangerous.  They may be associated with
people, objects, places, calendar events, actions, words, expressions, etc. 
They may apply to all or be restricted (e.g., to women, to a particular clan). 
The one universal taboo is incest, though it takes many different defnintions
around the world.

g. Stars (astrology):  Astrology is the "science" of deciphering the cosmic
influence resulting from the positions and movement of celestial objects.  It is
built on the assumption that there is a causal relationship between people and
those objects

5. Types of personal spiritual powers:

a. Gods and goddesses:  a belief in powerful spirit beings who were never
human (or were once human but have now been transformed) and who
control the "forces of nature" as they desire.  They may take on very human
characteristics (infighting, jealousy, anger, revenge).  Beliefs range from overt
polytheism to hierarchical polytheism to hierarchical montheism to pure
monotheism.

b. Animated objects: Rocks, rivers, trees, lightening, ocean, volcanos, etc.
thought to be alive in some way.

c. Metamorphosis (or metampschosis): the belief that objects and beings can
change their state of being to other objects and beings.  Lycanthropy is the
belief that people can change into animals or plants (werewolves, leopards,
snakes, etc.)

d. Totemism: The idea of an integral link between certain types of people and
certain types of animals and/or plants.  This may result in the ritual killing and
eating of the totem, or in the taboo against any harm to the totem.

e. Ancestors: the belief that the dead have only passed into a new phase of
existence in which they overlook the fortunes of the living and continue in vital
relationship with them.

f. Fetishism: the belief that spirits empower (kalalose night gun of the Shona) or
possess (mayembe horn of Uganda) or may be captured in (e.g., Aladdin's
lamp) certain material objects.

g. Inspiration/prophetism to Possession: the belief that spirits can in some way
control or speak through people.  The range of control is from inspiring to
possessing (taking over control of bodily functions).

h. Incarnation: the belief that divine beings take on human form (e.g., the
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avatars of Vishnu)

i. Gaia (a literal "Mother Earth"; seen in New Age ecology and wiccan traditions)

6. Spheres of influence: Each power within the cultural world view will have defined
lines of authority, responsibility, and accessibility which can be thought of as

spheres of operation:  
a. The culture may not perceive these powers as always seeing eye to eye; at

times they are thought to conflict and at times they are recognized as joining
together. 

b. This results in a type of religious equation of power interaction, which is
reasonably stable though open to change.  It enables a people to know which
power to call on for each of the problems or needs in life.

7. The ascriptions to the powers are not limited to names and spheres of influence.  

a. Corresponding to the vocabulary and sphere of influence will be emotional
responses and attachments to each power.  

b. This in turn will define types of cultural scripting embedded in the culture
which enables a person to know what power(s) to call and how to call on the
power(s) in the varied circumstances and situations of life (Jacobs, 1979).

8. In animistic world views, these powers are placed on center stage in the daily
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events of life.  

a. Animism is the belief that personal spiritual beings and impersonal spiritual
forces have power over human affairs and, consequently, that human beings
must discover what beings and forces are influencing them in order to
determine future action and, frequently, to manipulate their power  (Van
Rheenen, 1991, 20; emphasis his).

b. Nothing is perceived to take place naturally; everything has a cause framed in
spiritual terms.  

9. One analytic model for exploring powers is that of Paul Hiebert ("The Flaw of the
Excluded Middle"), which splits the powers into two dimensions:

a. The immanent-transcendent dimension:

Transcendent:
that which is above or beyond direct sensory experience

Unseen or not sensed physically
(transempirical)

Other worldly: not part of this physical
universe as we know it

This worldly: part of the physical universe
and under its laws

Seen or sensed physically
(empirical)

(always this worldly because it is perceiv-
able)

Immanent:
that which we perceive by immediate experience

b. The personal-impersonal dimension: in explaining how the universe operates,
people develop two opposing analogies: personal powers and impersonal
powers (see above diagram on personal/impersonal powers).  Hiebert refers
to these as organic analogies and mechanical analogies.

Organic Analogies Mechanical Analogies

* like a living creature
* relational
* life processes

* ethical in nature

* like a machine
* impersonal
* forces that can be controlled and

manipulated
* amoral in character

Combining these two analytic approaches, Hiebert proposes this grid as a model
for understanding magic, animism (or spiritism), religion, and science:
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"Powers" As Personal Beings

Based on concepts of living beings
relating to other living beings.  Stresses
life, personality, relationships, functions,
health, disease, choice, etc.  Relationships
are essentially moral in character.

"Powers" As Impersonal Forces

Based on concepts of impersonal
objects controlled by forces.  Stresses
impersonal, mechanistic and deter-
ministic nature of events.  Forces are
essentially amoral in nature.

UNSEEN OR
SUPERNATURAL

Beyond immediate
sense experience. 
Above natural
explanation. 
Knowledge of this
based on infer-
ence or on super-
natural experienc-
es.

HIGH RELIGION
BASED ON COSMIC

BEINGS

Cosmic gods
Angels
Demons
Spirits of other worlds

HIGH RELIGION
BASED ON COSMIC

FORCES

Kismet
Fate
Brahman and karma
Impersonal cosmic
forces

OTHER
WORLDLY

Sees entities
and events
occurring in
some other
worlds and in
other times.

FOLK OR LOW
RELIGION

Local gods and god-
desses
Ancestors and ghosts
Spirits
Demons and evil
spirits
Dead saints

MAGIC AND
ASTROLOGY

Mana
Astrological forces
Charms, amulets and
magical rites
Evil eye, evil tongue

THIS
WORLDLY

Sees entities
and events as
occurring in this
world and uni-
verse.

SEEN OR 
EMPIRICAL

Directly observ-
able by the
senses.  Knowl-
edge based on
experimentation
and observation.

(FOLK) SOCIAL 
SCIENCE

Interaction of living
beings such as hu-
mans, possibly ani-
mals and plants

(FOLK) PHYSICAL 
SCIENCE

Interaction of natural
objects based on
natural forces

c. Analyzing religion, animism, magic, and science in Hiebert`s analytical
framework (note that all three levels may focus on organic or mechanical
analogies):
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Level Focus Questions

Religion Ultimate truth Ultimate origins and destiny; meaning and purpose in life

"Animism" 
(magic, spiritism, etc.)

Pragmatic 
power

Well-being: disease, famine, drought, etc.; Guidance:
fear, uncertainty of the future; Success: wealth, power,
education, love; Peace: dealing with spirit possession

Science 
(social and physical)

This worldly 
empirical 

control

Taming or harnessing nature by technology: facing a
hostile physical environment; Achieving social harmony:
social conflict, wars, rivalries, feuds, etc.



Myth

1. Defining "myth":  No single accepted definition of myth exists.  The popular con-
cept is an untrue story of the distant past.  Psychologists may use the term to refer
to stories or ideas that express our unconscious needs and wishes (e.g., Freud),
anthropologists and sociologists may consider them tales borne of social conflict or
need (a type of verbal dynamic equivalent of the actions associated with ritual;
e.g., Malinowski); and some combine approaches (e.g., Eliade, who considers
myths to be paradigms of behavior borne out of genuine divine/human encoun-
ters).  The following selected definitions give the basic approach used in this
course:

a. Myths are instruments by which we continually struggle to make our experi-
ence intelligible to ourselves.  A myth is a large, controlling image that gives
philosophical meaning to the facts of ordinary life; that is, which has organiz-
ing value for experience.  A mythology is more or less articulated body of
such images, a pantheon. . . .  Myth is fundamental, the dramatic representa-
tion of our deepest instinctual life, of a primary awareness of man in the uni-
verse, capable of many configurations, upon which all particular opinions and
attitudes depend.  (Murray, Myth and Mythmaking, 355-6).

b. Myths represent a culture`s first principles which provide the frames of refer-
ence within which all thought and belief is circumscribed.  It provides not only
the lens through which people bring reality into focus but also the particular
blinders that keep a culture from seeing itself as others see it.  (Summerhill,
"Holy War within the Mythic Horizon", p. 85).  In this sense, myth serves as a
"world view" framework.  Thus, everyone, without exception, lives in "myth".

c. A mythological corpus consists of a usually complex network of myths that
are culturally important imaginal stories, conveying by means of metaphoric
and symbolic diction, graphic imagery, and emotional conviction and partici-
pation, the primal, foundational accounts of aspects of the real, experienced
world and humankind`s roles and relative statuses within it.

Mythologies may convey the political and moral values of a culture and
provide systems of interpreting individual experience within a universal per-
spective, which may include the intervention of suprahuman entities as well
as aspects of the natural and cultural orders.  Myths may be enacted or re-
flected in rituals, ceremonies, and dramas, and they may provide materials for
secondary elaboration, the constituent myth themes having become merely
images or reference points for a subsequent story, such as a folktale, histori-
cal legend, novella, or prophecy.  (Doty, Mythography, p. 11)

2. Intimately related to the question of definitions, there are many modern theories of
myth and its functions.  Many of the theories overlap and complement each other. 
No one theory can adequately explain myth--myths are multidimensional in nature. 
At least twelve theoretical approaches to myth can be identified (Honko, "The
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Problem of Defining Myth", 46-8):

a. Myth as source of cognitive categories: it is an explanation for enigmatic phe-
nomena.  It gives us categories for things we cannot `rationally` explain.

b. Myth as form of symbolic expression: it is on par with music or poetry; it has
its own laws, its own reality, its own forms of expression.  It may be seen as a
symbolic structuring of the world.

c. Myth as projection of the subconscious: the message of myth is a message
coming out of the subconscious (whether individual, as with Freud, or collec-
tive, as with Jung).  This message is disguised, and interpretation is con-
trolled partly by tradition, partly by elementary facts of life, and partly by per-
sonal history.

d. Myth as an integrating factor in man`s adaptation to life--myth as world view:
myths offer opportunities of selecting different elements which satisfy both
individual tendencies and social necessities.

e. Myth as charter of behavior: myth supports accepted patterns of behavior by
placing present-day situations in a meaningful perspective with regard to pre-
cedents of the past. 

f. Myth as legitimization of social institutions: they sustain institutions by provid-
ing the belief/value systems upon which those institutions are built.

g. Myth as marker of social relevance: the actual myths collected and passed on
in a culture is correlated to what that culture considers socially relevant.

h. Myth as mirror of culture, social structure, etc.: myths reflect certain facets of
culture, especially in the values they promote.

i. Myth as result of historical situation: in myth we reconstruct historical events
to shape our understanding of both our current situation as well as the histori-
cal development of events which led up to the situation 

j. Myth as religious communication: communication is the focus (sender, re-
ceiver, media of communication, etc.)

k. Myth as religious genre: myths are principally as being of a narrative nature
within the framework of religion

l. Myth as medium for structure: myths are built to reinforce the structures we
perceive of as reality, and they may be analyzed structurally to open up a cul-
ture.  This is typically done through the means of binary opposition (following
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Levi-Strauss).

3. The character of myth (Barbour, Myths, Models and Paradigms, 20-23):

a. Myth offers ways of ordering experience

b. Myth informs people about themselves and validates their world view

c. Myth expresses a saving power in human life

d. Myth provides patterns for human actions and social control

e. Myth is enacted in rituals

4. Functions of myth (Barbour, Myths, Models and Paradigms, 23-28):

a. Psychological functions:

i. In the face of uncertainty, they contribute to the reduction of anxiety
ii. When threats come to our ego, they are a mechanism of ego defense
iii. They are a source of security and a symbolic resolution of conflicts

b. Social functions

i. They promote the integration of society
ii. They are a cohesive force binding a community together 
iii. They encourage social stability by sanctioning the existing social order

and justifying its status system and power structure

5. Myth as an aid to Missionary work (adapted in part from Loewen "Myths and Mis-
sions," pp. 325-332).  Understanding of the cultural mythic structures enables us
to:

a. Locate points of contact for witness

b. More appropriately preprogramming the missionary message

c. Locate points of conflict between the culture and the Gospel

d. Understand know how people are evaluating the message

e. Discern felt needs within the culture

f. Have a cultural data-base useful for solving problems 
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g. Translate the Bible more accurately (since we understand the categories of
thought)

h. Spot syncretistic tendencies more quickly and facilitate local ability to head
them off before they go too far

i. Help us understand our own myths (see the story "The Rabbi from Cracow" in
O’Flaherty, Other People's Myths, p. 137).

j. Help us see ourselves as the "other" viewed through our host's lenses.

6. Case Study: Myth and approaching folk religions out of the Euro-American context. 
How does our heritage affect our understanding of folk religions?  Several themes
from our cultural myth framework may be noted:

a. The important part is the fight and the ultimate victory.  

b. The battle between the hero and the villain is a chess game

c. Right and wrong will always be clearly seen 

d. Good will always triumph simply because it is right 

e. The hero is readily identified

i. The archetype hero (Superman, Batman [the comic book version!],
Ransom of Out of the Silent Planet, Paul Bunyan, Pecos Bill)

ii. The accidental hero (Maxwell Smart, Doug, Inspector Cleuseau, Dudly
DoRight)

iii. The converted hero (Mark Studdock in That Hideous Strength; Darth
Vader in The Return of the Jedi)

iv. The anti-hero, of which at least two types may be identified:

(1) Social outcast (Spiderman; in some senses the movie version of
Batman) or

(2) Rebellious person who becomes the hero even though (s)he does
not deserve it, and may actively oppose it 

f. The hero's quest: Victory comes after defeat is imminent or through trials and
tribulations
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i. Sometimes, early in the story, the villain beats up the hero, appearing
stronger and better trained to fight.  

ii. Often the villain cheats (e.g., poison, use of banned weapons, breaking
the rules of engagement) and gains an unfair advantage over the hero.  

iii. Occasionally the villain defames the hero, tying his hands by breaking
the trust the people have in the hero and turning them against him.  

g. When faced by violent enemies, violence is an appropriate response.  

7. Where myth fits:



Symbol

1. Human beings create symbols by which we associate mental constructions with
events, ideas, or forms found in the external world.  Most broadly, a symbol is
(Dillistone, The Power of Symbols, pp. 13-14):

Symbol:

1.  A word or object or thing
or action or pattern or per-
son or concrete particular

Transformational Process:

2.  Representing or suggesting
or signifying or veiling or com-
municating or eliciting or ex-
pressing or recalling of pointing
to or standing in place of or
typifying or denoting or relating
to or corresponding to or illumi-
nating or referring to or partici-
pating in or re-enacting or asso-
ciated with

Referent:

3.  Something greater or
transcendent or ultimate: a
meaning, a reality, an ideal,
a value, an achievement, a
belief, a community, a con-
cept, an institution, a state of
affairs.

(1) is more visible, audible, tangible, proximate, concrete than (3).  The function of
a symbol is to bridge the gap between the world of (3) and (1).

More narrowly, a symbol is the linkage of an idea, feeling or value to a sense
experienceable form by certain people in certain contexts. (Hiebert, "Folk Reli-
gions", p. 150)

Example: A Symbol from Ghana

The Akan believe that the search for knowledge is a life-long pro-
cess. The symbol nea onnim sua a, ohu (he who does not know
can become knowledgeable from learning) incorporates this view
of learning. Akan regard the elderly as wise and believe that expe-
rience comes with age. 

Source: http://www.marshall.edu/akanart/akanknow.html

2. We live in a physical/spiritual world in which all societies create symbols.  As hu-
man beings we are uniquely able to create models of our world by means of sym-
bols.  In society, symbols "are intimately related to social cohesion and to social
transformation."  (Dillistone, 15; emphasis his).  The study of semiotics  "sees a
culture as a vast communication network, whereby both verbal and non-verbal
messages are circulated along elaborate, interconnected pathways, which, to-
gether, create the systems of meaning. . . .

The interaction of signs, groups of signs that mutually define each other, and
these kinds of rules (see below) are a creative collaboration that produces a cul-
ture.  They span more than the verbal dimensions of culture and more even than
the visible dimensions of culture.  The task of semiotics is to describe and explain
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the signs, their interaction, the rules that govern them, and the complex that we
call culture which emerges from all this" (Schreiter, Constructing Local Theologies,
p. 50)

3. Most symbols are part of larger interconnected symbol systems.  For example,
when a teacher writes in red ink on a student`s paper, the teacher is communicat-
ing not only through the comments, but through the color.  In Western culture, the
color red is associated with diverse things such as mistakes, stopping (signal
lights, stop signs, do not enter signs) and life/death (blood).  

a. Symbols enable us to categorize and analyze our world.  They are intimately
tied to our framework of making categories that enable us to make sense of
the vast amounts of sensory data that we are constantly receiving.  They help
us to know what to pay attention to, what to ignore, what must be attended,
what can be put off, etc.

b. The boundaries associated with symbols may be well defined or fuzzy.  Fur-
ther the sets themselves may be centered or bounded.  We used these sets
to keep boundaries sharp or to avoid overly sharp distinctions.

4. What is the relationship between form and meaning in symbols?

a. Previously it was thought that form = meaning which resulted in literalism in
translation and interpretation.

b. More recently, form and meaning were divorced through dynamic equiva-
lence.  While dynamic equivalence works well in linguistic translation, it is also
reductionistic.

c. More currently, semiotics recognizes that the relationship between form and
meaning is complex and varied, and not reducible to a single definition.

5. Changing the meaning of symbols:

a. The meanings of symbols are locked into the larger culture from which the
symbols came.  Once a symbol is recognized throughout a culture, changing
its meaning is extremely difficult, especially for a small counter-culture.  For
example, a small Christian community in a Muslim setting would not be able
redefine traditional symbols, for it is the larger culture that continues to give
them meaning.

b. Cults often do change the meaning of vocabulary, but the changed meaning
is confined to the cult in question.

6. Symbols in religious contexts: Sacred symbols
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a. In religious contexts, symbols are used as pointers to transcendental experi-
ences or truths.  Typically we indicate that we are using sacred symbols by
setting them off in some way from the ordinary (Hiebert calls this "bracketing"
them).  

b. We set these symbols off in many different ways (gestures, posture, clothing,
space, words ["Our Father ......... In Christ`s Name, Amen"]).

c. Because they connect this world with the transcendent, such symbols will be
multidimensional (emotional, affective, volitional) and multivocal (multi-sen-
sory).

d. Properties of religious symbols (Zahniser, Symbol and Ceremony):

i. Condensation: many objects, actions, feelings, and concepts can con-
centrate in a single symbol (p. 79)

ii. Unification: a symbol relates and unifies a set of things often very differ-
ent (p. 80)

iii. Polarity: they bring together an ideological pole with a sensory pole 

7. Discursive and non-discursive symbols (Hiebert, Shaw, and Tienou, 248):



A Missiological Approach to Myth and Symbol

1. Items to note:

a. It will be extremely rare for a culture (even a collective one) to present
univocal agreement on the details of the significance of even the most widely
used myths, rituals, or symbols.

b. Myths, rituals, and symbols are deeply embedded in the culture--appropriate
understanding of them will serve as a window to the outsider.

c. Do not think that a symbol must be discarded simply because it is too closely
tied to spiritistic concepts.  Redemption may be possible, but believers who
have come out of the religious context in question will be the best sources of
information on the emotional/psychological packaging of a particular symbol,
myth, or ritual

2. Towards critical contextualization

Focus: Your job is to focus on being a facilitator of biblically informed indigenous
decisions.  You do not have to be the "savior"--just a willing instrument in the
hands of the Divine Enabler.

a. When a question arises about a belief or practice in the Christian community
it provides an appropriate opportunity to deal with the particular topic at hand. 
Discussion may eventually range beyond the topic, but let the indigenous
church decide how far and in what direction it goes.  

b. Have the people openly discuss the symbol, myth, or ritual and range of
meanings associated with it (or them).  Take the time to explore the possible
range of meanings of the issue(s) in question, and always assume that there
is more to be discovered!  Further, do not expect that everyone will have the
same idea.  If a small group in our church were to discuss the ritual of com-
munion and what it means, the ideas would be as varied as the members of
the group.

c. This is the opportunity to explore the Scriptures together as a community to
see what God`s word has to say about the issue.  While you will possibly
serve as a resource, allow the members of the community to bring the pas-
sages/principles they think of to the discussion.

d. Facilitate their ability to decide how they want to deal with the issue at hand. 
If they want to "Christianize" a practice, help them think through the issues
involved (both positive and negative).  If they want to replace a practice, let
them come up with possible options (they don`t have to borrow Western
forms for this!).



Ritual 

Ritual in general refers to actions which have symbolic value (even though the symbols
may not be understood by all).  From simple greeting rituals to formal state occasions,
rituals are embedded in every culture.  Finding ways to contextualize the ritual dimen-
sion of religious experience will involve general understanding the concept of ritual and
particular understanding of the actions, symbolism, and myth(s) undergirding the partic-
ular ritual under consideration.  What follows is a general discussion of ritual within reli-
gious categories.

RITUAL: THE EMBODIMENT OF RELIGIOUS EXPRESSION

In current reconstructionist schools ritual is being submitted to the same type of
analysis as other widely recognized terms of the social sciences.  One of the princi-
pal questions in this analysis is what the usage of  "ritual" in academic discourse
tells us about the people who were using the term (see Bell, Ritual Theory).  Such
discussion, though important, is beyond the scope of this class.  

1. Ritual has been widely recognized as a "'window' on the cultural dynamics by
which people make and remake their world."  (Bell, Ritual Theory, p. 3).  It is a
symbolic pursuit which serves to express belief as well as gain some result which
gives satisfaction to the participants (see Malefijt, Religion and Culture, p. 189-95). 
It has been variously defined as

a. "A social encounter in which each participant has a well-rehearsed role to act
out."  (Goodman, Ecstasy, Ritual, and Alternate Reality, p. 31).

b. "Sacred dramas" (Hiebert, "Folk Religions"), and 

c. "Stereotyped sequences of activities involving gestures, words, and objects,
performed in a sequestered place, and designed to influence preternatural
entities or forces on behalf of the actors' goals and interests" (Turner, "Sym-
bols in African Ritual" in Lehmann and Myers, Magic, Witchcraft, and Sorcery,
p. 55).  

2. Religious anthropologists have identified three stages in transition rituals (see
diagarm; sources include, for example, Malefijt, Religion and Culture, p. 190):

a. Separation from normal life:  In preparation for the transformation that is
about to take place, the person must be separated from normal life.  In initia-
tion ceremonies, this may take place through a staged kidnapping.  In wed-
dings, the bride and groom dress in a particular way (and the bridal show-
ers/bachelor parties also pave the way).

b. Transformation, Transition or Renewal: After the separation from normal
life comes transformation.  Until this stage is completed, the person is a non-
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person.  He or she has been removed from the normal course of life, but has
not yet undergone the transformation to the new form or stage of life.  He or
she is in limbo, a non-person.  The term “liminality” is used of this stage, in
which there may be symbolic death rituals by those who are related to the
person undergoing the ritual.  The transformation that takes place may be

physical (e.g., circumcision) or  or symbolic (e.g., being given a new name and dropping
the old).

c. Reincorporation or reintegration into normal life: Once the transformation
is complete the transformed person is reincorporated into the normal social
fabric, although possibly at a different level with different responsibilities (e.g.,
as a adult eligible to marry).

3. Rituals serve a variety of purposes within a culture.  They are used to:

a. Affirm or establish social identity

b. Restore or bring order to the universe and facilitate transcendence

c. Establish psychological and intellectual identity

d. Fix historical identity (e.g., "I have now participated in a ritual that my great-
great-great-grandfather went through"). 
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e. Store cultural information (through the use of symbolism, much is packed into
formal rituals which serve as living dramatized cultural libraries)

f. Keep the society from falling apart (acting as a social glue holding things to-
gether by providing identity for the culture as a whole)

g. Help the culture move from one way of living to another (in the case of social

transition, rituals can pave the way for people to feel continuity with the old ways while
simultaneously stepping into the new).

4. Types of rites or rituals (diagrams here; summary chart which follows is adapted
from Hiebert, Shaw, and Tienou, Folk Religions):

a. Rituals of intensification:

b. Rituals of transition:
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c. Rituals of crisis: 



Examples

Explanation Characteristics Individual Group

Rites of Intensifica-
tion

(Cyclical)

Restore order to a world that is
degenerating into chaos and
meaninglessness.  Do this by pro-
viding the worshiper with a high
sense of order and purpose in the
ritual.  Metaphor: cleaning the
house and restoring order and
cleanliness.

High order: of degree and predictability
Religious community: clearly defined social order with
corresponding hierarchy
Focus: leave all other concerns behind and focus on
this event
Expectation: people expect to have their beliefs af-
firmed
Feeling of being at home: feeling of familiarity
Order and meaning: restores a deep sense of order,
meaning, and purpose

Birthdays
Anniversaries
Feeding an-
cestors
Etc.

Festivals
Weekly and
lunar rites
National
holidays
Etc.

Rites of Transi-
tion

(Cyclical though
in a different way
than rites of in-
tensification)

Change people from one state to
another, or mark some transfor-
mation in their belief, status or
being.  Conversion changes a
person's being; marriage a per-
son's status.  There is greater
freedom, creativity and newness
than in intensification rites.  Meta-
phor: remodeling the house.

Liminality: a feeling of being rootless, timeless, in limbo.
Highly focused and open to suggestibility: change is
expected; especially symbolic change.
Ultimate questions: Ordinary life is left behind, and the
focus is on the ultimate.
Communitas: Ordinary social differences are lost in the
common search
Symbols highly condensed and multivocal:  opposites
may be combined in the same symbol (death and life in
baptism) involving many senses
High degree of inner change: profound and deep level
change can take place.
Identity formation: Play an important role in form-
ing/creating identity of the person (e.g., professional
meetings)

Life cycle
rites (pre-birth,
birth, naming,
puberty, mar-
riage, eldership,
funerals, ances-
tral installment,
etc.)
Pilgrimages
Conversion
Revival
Etc.

Life cycle of
the gods
New year
and fertility
rites
Age grade
rites
Etc.

Rites of Crisis
(Repetitive

though non- cy-
clical)

Rituals used to prevent or deal
with crises.  Performed as needed
and not part of some overall order
and regularity. Metaphor: like an-
swering the door.

Social roles: usually an expert must be brought in and
paid to ensure success
Expectation: people expect to receive help from the
ritual; it is not just a show or some form of play
Mystery and dependence: These rituals in particular
evoke a sense of mystery and dependence on non-hu-
man powers for the sustenance of life

Healing
To get suc-
cess
Guidance
Etc.

End drought
To succeed
in war
Choose a
ruler
Etc.
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Lifeways and Script Analysis

By lifeways we simply mean how people chose to live on the day to day level.  We are
not referring to their ideals of life, but how they actually choose to live.  One helpful tool
in uncovering way of life is that of script analysis.

1.Schemata or scripts are culturally derived knowledge structures that enable com-
prehension by generating appropriate inferences.  They represent knowledge about
events that are widely known and shared, such as visiting a grocery store or going to
a movie.  We build on script-based paradigms derived from repeated events in life
from an early age (see Shank and Abelson, Scripts, Plans, Goals, 222-37). 

2.Components of scripts: All scripts contain the following elements (Hatch, Discourse
and Language Education, 85-88)

a. Actors (with appropriate roles)
b. Props (not always significant)
c. Actions (what happens or what is said)

3.Scripts may be broken down further into

a. Scenes: Logical clusters of actions in the script
b. Episodes: Actions or events that are emicly grouped together in scenes

This may be illustrated in the script of going to the store:

4.Based on normal scripts in our cultures, we draw culturally logical inferences of
cause and effect when presented with two ends of scripts commonly found in our
culture(s).  Note the following examples:
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Statements
Euro-American

Inference
Alternate

Inferences
Jay went to a party and Jay had a
headache the next morning

Jay drank too much and has a
hangover

Someone at the party does
not like Jay and has "sent" 
him the headache

Jay  fought with his brother and
Jay`s son came down with the flu

No connection The spirits were unhappy
with the breach, and afflicted
Jay`s son to bring Jay and
his brother together

Jay complimented Tom on his new
suit and Tom`s suit was splashed
later in the day.

Pure coincidence Jay`s compliment cursed or
jinxed  Tom.

5.Usefulness of scripting approach:

a. Focuses attention on the unabstracted and everyday processes by which people
constitute meaning. 

b. Provides a framework for describing these processes as context-specific phe-
nomena by proposing that explanatory schemata exist in a cognitive repertoire
and that people choose among the constituents of their repertoire.

c. It shows how cultural systems are operationalized by linking beliefs and ideas
with the context-dependent characteristics of practical interpretation.



Case Study of Jalari Medium Divination 
(Adapted in part from Charles A. Nuckolls, "Culture and Causal Thinking")

Background information: The Jalari are a Telugu fishing-caste people who live on the
Indian south coast.  Diviners are used by them to match conditions such as physical,
emotional, and social illness or brokenness to cultural maps of underlying causes.  In
this case, when a pregnant woman develops a fever, it is because of a spirit attack. 
The spirits are unhappy with something, and they attack a relatively “innocent” person
to send a message to the guilty parties that wrong actions in the community will not be
tolerated by the spirits.  The reasons behind the spirit attacks may be seen on two lev-
els of social scripts:  

Primary scripts: describe the reactions of spirits
to human transgression.  They explain the simple
or efficient causes of the two most commonly
diagnosed events: illness and poor fishing.

Example: pregnant woman has a fever because
her family had been neglecting their household
spirits.

Secondary scripts: describe disruptions in social
relations; used to explain more complex precipi-
tating causes.

Example: A social dispute in the family made it
impossible for two of the brothers to participate in
the family offerings to the spirits.  Therefore no
sacrifice was offered.

Spirit attacks among the Jalari are usually restricted to "innocent" people (usually
women and children) which force those responsible for the attacks to act.  The rituals
to deal with this problem are rituals of crisis.  

Case Study: 
Divining a Pregnant Woman’s Fever

1.The procedure follows the general outline of social scripts illustrated in the diagram. 
The diviner (dasudu) is called to the house.  He examines her by feeling her pulse. 
While feeling it, he asks the household spirits if they are the ones who attacked.  If
they are, the pulse quickens.  If they are not responsible, the pulse does not quicken,
and outside spirits must be considered through the same means.  If that is negative,
the diviner may decide that the illness is a `doctor illness` and advise the patient to
seek medical treatment of to do nothing at all.
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2.If the spirits admit responsibility, the diviner asks for money, which he wraps in a
cloth and waves around as an indicator to the spirits of the intention of the family to
deal with the problem through an appropriate offering (which is given either after the
disease remits or after a certain time frame).  The organization of the scripts related
to spirit attacks may be noted in the diagram.  

3.Once the person is healed and the offerings have been made, the "sufficient" cause
is considered understood. 

4. However, the social breach which is the precipitating cause must now be uncov-
ered, and divination is again used.  The goal is to develop an emicly tight  and
logical argument which assigns guilt/responsibility that no one will dispute.  This
would be something of a dynamic equivalent of our jury trial in which the two
sides attempt to present arguments of guilt and/or innocence.  The exception is
that the spirits are the judge and jury; the diviner`s role is to discern their judg-
ment.  Two forms of divination are used (each with their own scripts, scenes,
and episodes):

a. Seeing stone (Cupa rayi ) divination: the diviner comes and is given a
stone that the family keeps for such divination.  He suspends the stone
from his right hand, and asks the spirits questions to which the answers
come through the swinging of the stone (swinging = yes; not swinging =
no).

b. Kaniki (no translation given) divination: the diviner and the family go to a
kaniki practitioner (seems to be a woman), who drops rice into a con-
tainer filled with water (floating = yes; sinking = no).  This is done in public
view, with observers who have honest reputations present.  Because of
the public airing of a family argument, this form of divination is only used
as a last resort.

Missiological Analysis
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1. The phenomena: The phenomena fit
very naturally into the social system
of the Jalari.  Our observations
above show how they fit into social
scripts which make sense to the
people.

2. The ontology: This decision matrix
provides a helpful source in evaluat-
ing the origin of supernatural phe-
nomena:

a. Nuckolls advocates a purely natural understanding; he presents the
kaniki as arranging the answers by the way the rice is placed on the wa-
ter in order to influence the argument as (s)he sees fit.  He thus sees this
as a bit is trickery in the midst of a normal social event with no ontological
spiritual entities involved.  However, we are more than just social--we are
also spiritual.

b. My own evaluation is that it is probably a mixed phenomena.  There is
possibly trickery, but the reinforcement of belief in spirit appeasement
through sacrifice is clearly demonic in light of biblical revelation.  While
the actual event may not be "supernatural", it serves to reinforce a world
view that is contrary to God`s revealed Word.  Several questions may be
raised:

i. Is there biblical room for any type of divination?  Are any spirits
contacted through divination to be trusted?

ii. Spirit attacks are certainly biblical, but is fever in a pregnant
woman to be seen as a sign of a spirit attack?  Our western para-
digm tends to place illness in the biological arena rather than the
spiritual one.

iii. Is there any type of equivalent (e.g., prayer of the community)
which will make sense within the cultural context?

3. Fitting the elements of the Jalari scripts (including the scenes and episodes) into
a contextualization matrix:

Biblical View of Action or Attitude
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C Deal with anger
through forgiveness
rather than divination

C Denial of the spirit
realm

CONTEXTUALIZING RITUAL: ELEMENTS TO CONSIDER

There are several important elements to consider in contextualizing appropriate rituals
as substitutes in cases such as this.

1. The usual cultural explanation for sickness of the pregnant woman is spirit at-
tack.  Once these people come to Christ, they will carry this world view with
them.

2. The means of dealing with spirit attack are spiritual and ritual in nature.  We will
need to find appropriate means to meet the felt needs of the community in
showing that we honestly care about their problems.  Simply sending the woman
to a doctor will effectively begin the process of secularizing the Christians in the
community (they will no longer see spiritual issues in disease; only bio-medical).

3. Almost inevitably the reason for the disease will be a violation of cultural norms
or values--what the culture will call “sin.”  It may be by the woman herself, but
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just as often it will be seen as caused by a social taboo that must be remedied.  

4. The people themselves must be given the lead in designing a ritual to face this
crisis.  Them may go one of several directions, based on how coming to Christ
changes their view of the sickness:

a. They may recast their interpretation of the sickness and decide that this is
not a spirit attack after all.  If so, no ritual would be necessary.

b. They may consider this a demonic attack and try to develop appropriate
ritual to deal with the demonic.  This may range from prophecy to deliver-
ance sessions.

c. They may consider it to be God’s judgment on the community for violation
of taboo (sin), and call prayer meetings for develop a more Christian ritual
to discern what the Spirit is saying to the community.  While they may not
bring a diviner in, they may develop a dynamic equivalent to the diviner’s
ceremony (prayer meetings in which they ask God to show the reason for
the sickness).  In African Independent Churches, Prophets and Healers
have replaced diviners.  It is possible that such will arise in this situation
as well.

d. If not allowed to form new rituals, they may simply continue the practice,
but just out of the sight of the pastor/cross-cultural worker.  It will “go un-
derground” and the world view will remain unchanged.

e. Note that in the case of this example, the ultimate cause was two rela-
tives of the pregnant woman who were not able to get along and thus un-
able to offer a joint sacrifice.  Finding ways to deal with the social
breaches will be just as important as ways for the community to feel that
the messages given by the pregnant woman’s sickness are being at-
tended.



Themes Found in  Folk Religions

1. Needs common to all people:

a. Appetites: We are physical creatures with ongoing physical needs.  Folk
religions enable people to fulfill their appetites.

b. Security: We all desire basic security in life.  A good thing, however, is
taken too far when it becomes a consuming passion for wealth, power, or
other things which give us a (false) sense of security.

c. Significance: Every human being is significant because (s)he is made in
the image of God.  We have an inbuilt desire to sense that significance,
but tend to look for it in the eyes of people who are significant in our own
lives.
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2. Security and appetite issues: The daily needs of life in folk religious settings



Means of Guidance in  Folk Religions

1. What are some of the major functions of guidance?

a. Determining course of action: (marriage, business, planting crops, mov-
ing, etc.)  Methods used include palm reading, astrology, divination, for-
tune telling (e.g., tea leaf readings), tarot cards, etc.

b. Selection for office: we tend to use elections.  However, in many societies
(even if they use elections) selection to an office must either be confirmed
or initiated through the spirit realm.  We see this in the selection of
Matthias to replace Judas as an apostle in Acts 1 (done through selection
by lot).  Note the differences between Western and Indian ap-
proaches/assumptions:
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Western Assumptions Indian Assumptions

Court

Enforcement by force

Concern with justice

Deals with narrow point of law

Accuser vs accused

Elected leaders

Judges uninvolved and supposedly
unbiased

Judges pass judgment

Panchayat

Enforcement by ostracism

Concern with repairing social fabric

Deals with whole social problem

Accuser and assused both on trial,
set apart from society

Elders who gain leadership by repu-
tation

Elders part of community and inter-
ested in settlement

Elders try to mediate

c. Avoiding disaster:  How do we avoid future problems (impending disas-
ters such as business setback, failure in love/marriage, inability to pro-
duce children in marriage, etc.)?

d. Discovering the cause of problems: This includes discovering the immedi-
ate cause (e.g., the ancestors were dissatisfied that no sacrifices had
been offered recently, and so made a child sick to get the family's atten-
tion) as well as the precipitating cause (two elder brothers of the family
were disputing, and unable to offer sacrifices because of the dispute). 
Typically, once the source of the problem is known, the prescription fol-
lows a typical schema. 

e. Determining guilt or innocence: Usually involves ordeals, tests of truth,
curses, and oaths.

f. Contacting ancestors: especially in times of crisis or when facing a major
decision in which the advice of elders is important

2. What types of guidance are found in folk religions?

a. Divination: Communicating with spirits/ancestors by means of empow-
ered objects (hakata bones of the Shona; the Urim and Thummin of the
OT??).  Essentially a way of discovering what transempirical be-
ings/forces will do or what they want us to do.  It involves tapping into su-
pernatural forces, and is usually left to a trained expert.  A suggested
classification of the major forms of divination is tri-fold:
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Possession Obtaining knowledge through spirit communication

Wisdom
Interpretation of the operation of impersonal laws
expressing a coherent divine order (e.g., the I
Ching)

Intuition
Focused in the insights of the diviner, generally
features his/her heightened consciousness and
guessing ability

The types and means of divination are almost limitless.  Major categories
and selected examples include (see brief explanations in charts below):

Non-Physical Divination
Means Explanation

Astral travel Travel in another dimension (the spirit dimension)

Clairvoyance, clair-
sentience,

clairaudience

Respectively: The ability to know facts without being told; ability to
diagnose diseases without examination; and ability to 
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Non-Physical Divination
Visions and Dreams

(Oneiromancy)
Interpreting dreams

Inspiration Being led (though the one inspired still maintains control)

Possession Loss of control to an outside spiritual agency; the possessed is not
viewed as responsible for his/her actions or statements

Presentiments Intiutive ability to know things or guess correctly

Physical Divination
Type Means Explanation

Human
Bodily Actions Sneezing and stumbling seen as omens

Ordeals Subjecting people to physical ordeals (picking up a rock from boiling water,
touching a red-hot iron bar to the tongue, etc.)

Animal

Alectryomancy Observing cocks or roosters in a circle

Augury Looking at the flight of birds, movement of clouds, etc. because these are
thought to be caused by the spirits or the dead

Haruspicy Reading animal entrails

Ordeals Subjecting animals to physical ordeals (e.g., poison rituals)

Plant Botanomancy Seeing the way the leaves blow

Non-Living

Aeromancy Reading air currents/movements of the wind

Astragalomancy Using small bones

Astrology Reading the future from the position of the stars/planets/moons

Geomancy Reading the geographical shapes and contours of the landscape

Hydromancy Reading ripples in water or looking into the water to see reflections (like crystal
ball reading)

Lithomancy Reading rock formations

Physical
Manipula-

tion

Cleomancy Reading the pattern of pebbles thrown in the sand

Rod and Pendulum Pendulum, dowsing rod, etc.

Random Coin toss, lot, casting of bones, tarot cards, tea leaf or other apparently random
events with the belief that spirits manipulate them

Signatory Floating/sinking of rice; racing/non-racing of pulse, or other binary events used
in yes/no question divination 

Biblical references to divining include:

i. Astrology (Isa. 47:13; Jer. 10:2;, Matt. 2:9)
ii. Augury (Lev. 19:26; Deut. 18:10, 14;  2 Kings 21:6; 2 Chron. 33:6)
iii. Dreams as divination (Gen. 37:5-11; 40:5-19)
iv. Hepastoscopy (examining the liver or entrails of a sacrifice)
v. Hydromancy (Gen. 44:5, 15)
vi. Lot (Jos. 18-19; Lev. 16; Jos. 7:14; Jon. 1:7; 1 Chron. 24:5; Est. 3:7;

Matt. 27:35; Acts 1:25-6)
vii. Necromancy (Lev. 19:31; 20:6; Deut. 18:11; 1 Sam. 28:8; 1 Chron.

10:13; Isa. 8:19-20; 65:4)
viii. Rhabdomancy (using sticks or arrows thrown into the air; Exek. 21:21;

Hos. 4:12)
ix. Teraphim (images of dead ancestors; 1 Sam. 15:23; Ezek. 21:21; Zech.

10:2)
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b. Omens (as noted above): objects or events that warn people about the pres-
ence of power (or mana) or of the consequences of certain acts; a type of su-
pernatural NORAD.  They can be good or bad.  They may include seeing a
corpse on a wedding day, seeing a hawk flying while going to a meeting, having
a cow die on the day of a birth, seeing a rainbow, smelling incense on a certain
day, etc.

c. Ordeals: tests invested with supernatural powers to determine truth/falsehood
and guilt/innocence.  They involved physical tests of people (witch or thief trials
in Africa) or animals (chicken poison rituals among the Azande) as well as oaths
or curses in which one or both parties would claim innocence and the spirits
would be expected to attack the guilty party.  The belief behind this is that the
spirits, if approached appropriately, will show truth to the inquirers through pro-
tecting, withdrawing protection, or delivering judgment.

d. Dreams and visions: The belief that dreams are affected not just by the events
of life but by the spirits, who would use them as a means of communication.
Visions can occur spontaneously or as the result of vision quests (exhausting
the body, using hallucinogens, extended fasting, meditating, or other forms of
self discipline). 



People of Power: Shamanism
(contours of discussion adapted from Atkinson, "Shamanisms Today")

1. Origination: used among the Tungus in Siberia and Central Asia, it was broad-
ened beyond its original context (similar to mana).  One of the major anthropo-
logical criticisms is that this decontextualization robs the term of significance in
any particular context.  In effect, a plurality of shamanisms and shamanistic ap-
proaches needs to be at the foundation of our understanding.

2. The search for generalities in a world context

a. Earlier disrepute of the psychological profile of a shaman: fantasy prone,
unstable, hysteric, abnormal

b. More recent disrepute (including deconstruction) of the term "shaman"
itself:

i. Geertz: "insipid categories by means of which ethnographers of
religion devitalize their data."  ("Religion as a Cultural System" in
Anthropological Approaches to the Study of Religion)

ii. In the 1980s, however, the term evidenced a resurgence in schol-
arship. However, it has spread out of anthropological circles into
psychology and New Age thinking (e.g., Michael Harner).  

iii. It has moved from the category of abnormal psychology to the cat-
egory of universal psychobiological capacities. 

c. Fields of study and foci:

Field of Study Focus

Therapeutic/psychology Shaman and patient

Phenomenology Shaman and the spirit(s); trance
state

Performance arts Shaman and his/her human audi-
ence

3. Concerning the general applicibility of the term:

a. Clusters of ideas to consider:

i. Trance (altered state of consciousness [ASC], shamanistic state of
consciousness [SSC]):  Trance itself is also a broad term, and in
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cultures it can range in meaning from psychological disconnection
to spirit possession.

(1) The neurophysiology or the ASC (use of psychedelic drugs
and the more recent study in endorphins [opiate like com-
pounds that the braon releases in response to certain stim-
uli]

(2) The psychology of shaman, patient, and audience (and not-
ing that there is certainly trickery within the broad spectrum
of shamanism), identifying therapeutic aspects within cul-
tural knowledge systems

(3) The spirituality: as Christians we cannot overlook the spiri-
tual side of shamanistic journeys into other planes of exis-
tence.

ii. Society:

(1) Adaptability: "Shamanism, as the oldest form of religious
belief in Korea, has always been the most influential reli-
gious tradition.  Due to its flexibility and receptivity, shaman-
ism has been successfully incorporated into other major
religious traditions, such as those of Buddhism, Taoism,
Confucianism, and Christianity that have been introduced
into Korea." (Ro, "Ancestor Worship," 11)

(2) Examining shamanism only in regard to the ASC is "akin to
analyzing marriage solely as a function of reproductive biol-
ogy" (Atkinson, 311).

(3) Social functions and dynamics must be considered in dis-
cussion of any local shamanism.  Social anthropologists are
extremely reluctant to discuss shamanism outside of any
social manifestations of it.

(4) Not all shamanistic practices have healing as their goal;
societal considerations give us categories broader than the
shaman/patient event for interpreting how shamanistic con-
cepts and performances are interwoven into the fabric of a
culture.

(5) Classic Marxist anthropology examines the economics of
shamanistic activities in light of the self interest of the sha-
man, generally regarding the supernatural components as
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bogus.  More recently, anthropologists have seen the need
to avoid divorcing shamanism from its economic and politi-
cal contexts.  Note, for example, Korean intellectuals have
adopted shamanism as a means of protesting against the
ruling government. 

iii. Ritual:

(1) The importance of the ritual process (as a means or reli-
gious expression) cannot be separated form the importance
of the product (generally the healing of the patient(s)).

(2) The parallels between shamanistic ritual and psychiatric
ritual cannot be ignored.  Jung himself showed a deep inter-
est in shamanism, and his influence remains today (espe-
cially in the use of the concept of archetypes) 

(3) Art: shamanistic ritual as a category of performance art has
received some attention recently, and merits significant
study

iv. Cultural system of knowledge: The ritual meaning and efficacy,
success and failure of a particular shamanistic event is essentially
negotiated through schemata of social interaction among the sha-
man, the patient, and the audience.

b. Neo-shamanism in the United States: the most significant development in
the field is the rise of shamanism (not just the study, but the practice) in
the US and Europe.

i. Historical factors include: the drug culture of the 60s and 70s; the
human potential movement; environmentalism; interest in non-
Western religions; and popular anthropology (especially
Castaneda).  

ii. Michael Harner comments:

"It is not that we are 'playing Indian' and trying to adopt an archaic
cultural style that does not suit us.  Rather, we are simply attempting to
'play human' by going back to the saner and healthier world view that we
had before the church and the state.  Evidence in progress in this return
to our shamanistic roots can be seen in the fact that now shamanic jour-
neys are being labeled as 'guided imagery' or 'visualization' and are even
accepted in some official medical circles.  Nevertheless, it should be
noted that real shamanic journey goes well beyond what is called 'guided
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imagery.'
"Much prejudice against shamanism still remains, based mainly on

misconceptions about what it is.  As I have tried to show, shamanism is
really just getting back to our common human nature and reconnecting
with the plants and animals and the planet itself.  Therefore, when people
in Western civilization profess that shamanism would be unsuitable for
them, they are actually saying--probably without knowing it--that getting
spiritually in touch with the planet, other people, all species, and their own
hearts and souls is not for them."  ("What is Shamanism?", 10-11)

c. Variations in terminology across cultural divides include such specialists
as (both good and evil) such as diviners, medicine men, astrologers,  ma-
gicians, sorcerers and witches.



Social Security in Folk Religions

"Social Security" issues are those that involve developing security in the social setting.
They include success in love, in bearing children, in advancement up the social ladder
(from infant to youth to adult to elder to ancestor) and wealth.  The folk religious dy-
namics of each of these varies widely, but the thread of scripting for success in inter-
woven throughout.

4. Folk religions and love: a smattering of ideas and practices

a. Selected North American folk concepts and ideas about love (Schwartz,
Cross Your Fingers):

Pull a hair from the head of someone you love, and he will love you deeply.

If you fill your mouth with water and run
around the block three times, you will learn
his name.  For the first person you see af-
ter you stop will have the name of your fu-
ture husband.

He will also love you if he
eats a bowl of soup to which
you secretly have added
three drops of your blood, or
if he drinks a glass of lemon-
ade to which you have
added your fingernail filings
or in which you have soaked
your toenail clippings.

If you soak a shoelace in water, then throw
it at the ceiling, the mark it leaves will look
like your future husband's initial.

b. Documents from the Spanish inquisition show that women changed Cath-
olic prayers into love spells (Valbuena, "Sorceresses, Love Magic"). Tra-
ditional Spanish societies (such as Estremadura) adhere to myth and
magic practices as key ingredients in love and marriage (Gonzalez-
Pozuelo, "Cultural Features").  

c. Among Italian women, the prevalent rituals for guessing about their future
spouse are based on folklore and affective types of magic (songs, spells.
potions; De Sanctis, "Spells, Love Potions, and Other Tricks").  Local
wise women are frequently asked for potions which secure a lover or
bring back an errant lover (Scalise, "Magic Themes")

d. Men and women in Australian aborigine communities engage in love ritu-
als (including love songs) to establish and and maintain marriages of their
own preference (Bell, "Women's Business is Hard Work").  The women's
version is referred to as "yilpinji business", and its power is released
through a creative integration of myth, song, gesture, dance, and design
(body paint, dance configurations, etc.) in the context of a particular geo-
graphic location.  It may be conducted for several purposes:
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i. Attracting a lover
ii. Force a wayward husband to return
iii. Remind a wife of her duty to family and country
iv. Repulse the unwanted advances of a spouse or lover

e. The practitioners of Santeria have a multitude of potions, rituals, etc. for
attracting a lover, seducing a chosen person, keeping a spouse faithful ,
binding a lover to you (see Nuñez, Santeria: A Practical Guide, pp. 149-
62 for examples).

f. Love magic among the Kikuyu (Kenya; Kenyatta, Facing Mount Kenya,
pp. 151-55):

i. Magic which helps those who seek after the love of many (moreria
or monyenye): 

(1) Made only to a person who dedicates his life to pursuing the
love of as many as he can (to the exclusion of possessions,
such as cattle, goats, sheep, etc.)

(2) Kenyatta relates that display the effects of this magic gener-
ally are held in contempt and are banned from holding any
important public office since they are viewed as irresponsi-
ble.  

ii. Magic which helps those who seek after the love on one (mothaiga
wa rwendo; much more popular than the other form of magic)

(1) If a rival is in the way, the first step is to use a magic of dis-
like to ensure the rival has no chance with the intended
lover

(2) The type of magic used requires contact with the intended
lover, either verbal or physical.  This can be accomplished
through fingernail or hari clippings, so the Kikuyu are careful
to dispose of them so that magic might not be used against
them.

g. Folk religious aspects of North American weddings  (origins behind our
wedding customs; Schwartz, Cross Your Fingers):

(1) The bride's veil: protection from a jealous person who might
harm her with the evil eye; to disguise her from evil spirits
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(2) A maid of honor, a best man, bridesmaids, ushers: Makes it
harder for evil spirits to know who was being married.

(3) Rice: To ensure prosperity in both food and children for the
newly married couple.

(4) Horns and bells: To drive away any persistent evil spirits.

5. Marriage (see Kirwin chart, pp. 77-78)

6. Folk religions and bearing children:

a. The necessity of children in many folk religious settings can be seen in
the following story from India

The renowned ascetic Jaratkuru, full of merit and great spiritual power derived from his sus-
tained asceticism, was wandering around the world when one day he came across a deep pit. 
In this pit, the spirits of his ancestors--the pitris--were hanging head down, their feet tied to a
tree trunk by a single skein of rope that was gradually being nibbled away by a large rat.  It
was evident that the pitris would soon fall down into the deep darkness of the pit.  Moved by
their pitiable condition, Jaratkuru enquired whether he could somehow save them from this
fate, expressing his readiness to do so even if he had to give up all rewards to which his great
asceticism entitled him.  "Venerable ascetic," the spirits of his ancestors answered, "Thou
desirest to relieve us! ... O Child, whether it is asceticism or sacrifice or whatever else there be
of very holy acts, everything is inferior.  These cannot count equal to a son.  O child, having
seen all, speak unto Jaratkuru of ascetic wealth ... tell him all that would induce him to take a
wife and beget children! 

Kakar, "The Child in India," p. 91.

b. In China (Taiwan), "the essential reason for marriage remains un-
changed: to produce a son to succeed the faimly, to share the family's
burden, and to increase the family's wealth" (Tai-Li, "Marriage Transfor-
mation")

c. How many children will you have?  Schwartz collected the following North
American ideas:

i. The number of lines in your forehead.
ii. The number of X's in your palm
iii. The number of seeds in a seed head of a dandelion after you have

blown on it three times.
iv. Take all the seeds of an apple, spit them into your palm, and slap

your palm to your forehead.  The number that sticl is the number of
children you may have.

v. If you trip on a flight of stairs, you will have triplets!
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d. What gender will your child be?  American folklore says this can be deter-
mined by suspending a needle on a piece of thread over your wrist.  A
circular motion of the needle indicates a girl, a straight swing indicates a
boy.

7. Folk religions and social advancement (rites of passage)

a. Becoming human
b. From infancy to childhood
c. The child becomes adult
d. The adult becomes an elder
e. The transition to ancestorhood

8. Folk religions and wealth

a. Securing traditional business success 
b. Adaptations in cash economies 



Health and Healing

With the advent of missionary medicine the Choco [of Panama] had to reorganize classifica-
tion of disease.  According to their mythology all illness as caused by hai 'evil spirits,' and the
diesases were subdivided according to the kind of spirit and the type of condition under which
the hai invaded the body.  Since, however, many of the diseases responded best to medicine
given at the dispensary, a new classification arose: natural diseases, i.e., those which could
be treated by dispensary medicine--this included malaria, yaws, worms, etc.--and 'spiritual'
diseases, i.e. those which were still viewed as being the result of evil spirit action and there-
fore also in need of a 'spirit' remedy.

Jacob Loewen, "Myth and Mission", p. 315

1. Causality and sickness in cross-cultural context

a. Causes of misfortune as seen by the Xhosa (South Africa; adapted from
Pauw, Christianity and Xhosa Tradition, p. 61)

b. In popular Islam (Musk, The Unseen Face, 105)

CAUSE DIAGNOSIS PRACTITIONER REMEDY

Natural Causes Physical symptoms Medicine man, herbalist Natural, charms

Breaking Taboo Case history Old woman Repentance, penance

Evil Eye Case history, divination Midwife, medicine man Breaking the 'look'

Sorcery Divination Powerful magician Find source and counter it

Jinn Divination, medium trance Magician Charms, no remedy?

Qarîna Divination Magician Charms, no remedy?

Fate Hindsight No remedy

God Hindsight No remedy
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c. Among the Shona (Gelfand, The Spiritual Beliefs of the Shona):

IMMEDIATE CAUSE POSSIBLE PRECIPITAT-
ING CAUSE

MEANS OF DIAGNOSIS REMEDY

Ancestral spirit attack
Violation of taboo; neglect
of sacrifice

Divination, possession  or
mediumship

Appropriate repentance
seen through sacrifice or
ritual

Witch attack
Simple attack, lack of pro-
tection

Divination or mediumship Charms, fetishes, and rit-
ual protection ceremonies

Witch attack
Withdrawal of spirit protec-
tion

Divination or mediumship Appropriate repentance
seen through sacrifice or
ritual

(Ancestral) witch spirit at-
tack

Evil nature of the spirit,
lack of protection

2.  Visualized “folk theologies” of dealing wth illness through cultural powers

A western approach to illness and health: An animistic approach to illness and health



Possessive States

1. States of human experience (source: Fischer, "A Cartography of Ecstatic and Medita-
tive States"): 

2. Nature of possession: What are the possible explanations of possession?  

In all continents, there are groups in which particular persons at specific
times undergo startling and dramatic changes of personality—trembling, sweating,
groaning, speaking with strange voices or in unintelligible sounds, assuming a differ-
ent identity, claiming to be a spirit and not a human being, asserting authoritative
leadership with commands, or foretelling the future.

Augsberger, Pastoral Counseling Across Cultures, 291
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3. What are immediate trigger factors in causing possession phenomena in cul-
tures?  Two major classes may be noted:

a. Physiological:

i. Physical stress 

(1) From exertion (dancing, drumming, running, cutting, etc.)

(2) From deprivation (fasting, meditating, lack of sleep)

ii. Rhythm related (drums, cymbals, bells, rattles)

iii. Biochemical (drugs)

iv. Spontaneous (i.e., no apparent physiological trigger)

b. Psychological:

i. Tension/stress

ii. Guilt over transgressions

iii. Need for attention

iv. Permission within the framework of the culture--avaliable scripts of
possession phenomena and appropriate social behavior (e.g., cer-
tain types of worship and/or prayer).

4. How is possession manifested in various cultures?

The forms that possession takes vary widely from culture to culture.  People
cut themselves with knives, walk on hot cinders, climb ladders or razor blades, bathe
in boiling oil, or even enucleate eyes while in trance.  Or possession may take highly
verbal forms of speaking, singing, or prophesying to an audience; or there may be
cursing, blaspheming, scatological language, and threatening hostile behavior.

The outward manifestations of spirit possession vary widely—from fainting,
trances, glossolalia, rigid postures, violent dancing, acts of extreme agility such as
climbing down treetrunks head first, chewing broken galss, gripping hot irons, walk-
ing over glowing coals.  At the tne of the trance state most people are amnesiac, re-
calling little or nothing. 

Augsburger, Pastoral Counseling Across Cultures, 292

a. Trance/dissociation
b. Violence
c. Strength
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d. Convulsions
e. Glossolalia
f. Voice change
g. Personality change
h. Knowledge

5. Functions of possession

a. In meeting the daily needs of life, whether facing life`s dangers or striving
for success (as culturally defined).

b. It enables change within the community.  This may range from change
needed to alleviate social stress (removal of oppressive circumstances)
to change in response to cultural collapse (e.g., from an "invasion" of an
outside more powerful culture)

c. It is used to sustain the life of the community, to keep in place the moral
sanctions that make up the community.

d. It is used as a communication channel with the powers.

e. It affirms the faith of the local group as a genuine faith; it shows that spirit
beings are real.

6. The spectrum of possession

7. David Augsburger proposes the following decision tree as an aid in diagnosing
apparent demonised behavior.  Note that several branches which he does not
label as demonised could be such (e.g., shaman's voyage; Pastoral Counseling
Across Cultures, p. 307):
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Death

1. Facing the realities of death

a. Omens of impending death (e.g., Akamba of Kenya: Screech of an owl when
someone was already sick)

b. In Africa, death was only rarely seen as natural.  

By far the commonest cause [of death] is believed to be magic, sorcery and witchcraft. 
This is found in every African society, though with varying degrees of emphasis; and
someone is often blamed for using this method to cause the death of another. . . . The
curse is something greatly feared in many societies, and a powerful curse is believed
to bring death to the person concerned.  The living-dead and spirits are another
cause.

Mbiti, African Religions and Philosophy, p. 155

i. The Akamba always sought out the medicine man (who in turn
went to the ancestral spirits) after death to discover the cause.
The term for death in kiKamaba is kikw'u, from a verb meaning "to
be called"--death was seen as being called (or snatched away)
from life (Gehman, African Traditional Religion, p. 62-3).

ii. Likewise the Shona went to the diviner to determine the cause of
death (Gelfand, The Spiritual Beliefs of the Shona).

2. Functions of funeral rites (Hiebert, Cultural Anthropology, 169-70)

a. Disposal of the body 

i. Often only designated people could handle the body, such as the
son-in-law of a married man (the Shona; Gelfand, The Spiritual
Beliefs of the Shona, p. 41)  

b. Preparation of the spirit of the departed for its new existence

i. Provide food for the spiritual journey

ii. Integrating the spirit into "ancestorhood" (generally done only for
those who were married and had children; those who die single do
not make the ancestral grade since there is no one to remember
them)

(1) The more powerful the person was in life, the more impor-
tant and elaborate the ritual to initiate ancestor status. 

(2) The Shona of Zimbabwe have a ceremony two or three
months after the death.  In this ceremony, the people go to
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the grave and bring the spirit of the departed back to the
home (Gelfand, The Spiritua Beliefs of the Shona, p. 43)

(3) The Ndebele of Zimbabwe have the ceremony one year
after the death (Mbiti, African Religions and Philosophy, p
151).

iii. Assure the departure of the dead (so that ghosts don't hang
around past their time)

c. Channel the expression of grief and provide comfort to the survivors

d. Restore balance in the social relations because of the gap left by the
death

e. Provides an explanation for death by reaffirming cultural belief system(s)

3. Post funeral rituals: The day of the dead (Nutini, "Pre-Hispanic Component"):
(Mesoamerica): Among Roman Catholics, the most significant religious day after
Christmas and Easter.

a. "The folk manifestations of Todos Santos (All Saints) extends well be-
yond the traditional feasts of All Saints Day and All Souls Day as prac-
ticed in orthodox Catholocism and in most regions of Mesoamerica it ac-
quires significant 

i. social, 
ii. economic, 
iii. demographic, 
iv. and even recreational dimensions.  

b. Todos Santos is a time of 

i. homecoming, 
ii. remembering, and 
iii. propitiating the dead, 
iv. cementing and intensifying one's kinship and compadrazgo (ritual

kinship) relationships, and 
v. sacralizing, albeit temporarily, interpersonal relationships on a

community-wide basis.



Revitalization Movements and African Initiated Churches

Revitalization Movements

1. Stages leading to revitalization movements

a. Steady state: People are more or less satisfied with the way their world view enables
them to meet their needs and keep stress to a manageable level.

b. Increased individual stress: Because of new factors in the setting (epidemics, war,
cultural collision, urbanization, etc.) stress is increased.  People begin to feel the
stress and start to look for ways to reduce it, which potentially include life and world
view changes.

c. Cultural distortion: Stress is higher, and some prefer to change, while others try to
maintain the status quo.

d. Revitalization: If the deterioriation of the cultural fabric is not controlled, the society
may die out.  At this time a leader often begins to claim divine vision(s) and calls
people to follow him/her.  Many do, experiencing often dramatic experiences in their
lives and world views.  These revitalization stages generally follow several phases
(outlined below).

e. New steady state: The new religious movement is institutionalized and accepted (e.g.,
the Mormons in the US today are accepted by the general public as a legitimate
branch of the Christian church).

2. Stages in revitalization

a. Mazeway reformulation: the prophet comes up with the new alternative world view

b. Communication: the new world view is communicated to the people.

c. Organization: the prophet and followers form a new organization

d. Adaptation: the new and old orders compete and adapt to one another

e. Cultural transformation

3. Types of revitalization movements

a. Nativistic movements

b. Accommodation movements

c. Acculturation movements
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4. New religious movements

The African Initiated Church Movement

1. The rise of independent churches in the African context: why has it happened?

a. A number of factors have been proposed as the "core" reason.  These include (from
Barrett, Schism and Renewal, pp. 92-7):

i. Political factors: the independent churches were a religious form of a political
outlet under colonialism.

ii. Economic factors: the independent churches arose because of economic crises
(inequalities, depressions, etc.).

iii. Ethnic factors: the independent churches arose as result of race, tribal, or
community tensions.

iv. Sociological factors: the independent churches reflect already present tribal
groupings and subgroupings, which were subconsciously introduced into the
church, or they resulted from missionary pressure on traditional family bonds
(polygamy).

v. Religious factors: the independent churches arose as a result of local desire to
develop a meaningful (i.e., relevant) religious experience.

vi. Theological factors: the independent churches arose as a result of a discrepancy
between what the missionaries taught about the Bible and what the Bible actually
says.

vii. Contextualization factors of which Barrett relates: 

The common root cause to the entire movement of independency, therefore, may
be seen in this one aspect of culture clash: a failure in sensitivity, the failure of
missions at one small point to demonstrate consistently the fullness of the biblical
concept of love as sensitive understanding towards other as equals, the failure
to study or understanding African society, religion and psychology in any depth,
together with a dawning African perception from the vernacular scriptures of the
catastrophic nature of this failure and of the urgent necessity to remedy it in
order that Christianity might survive on African soil. (Barrett, Schism and
Renewal, p.156)

b. What factors are involved? The total socio-religious climate towards independency
(called the zeitgeist) includes 18 significant factors (Barrett, Schism and Renewal,
p.109) in 5 major categories:
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i. Traditional culture:

(1) Is this a Bantu tribe?
(2) Is it over 115,000 in population?
(3) Is polygyny general or common, and not limited?

ii. Traditional religion

(1) Is the ancestor-cult important?
(2) Is there an earth goddess?

iii. In the colonial period

(1) Did colonial rule arrive more than 100 years ago?
(2) Have white settlers occupied tribal land?
(3) Is the national per capita income over U.S. $70 per year (1967 levels)?

iv. In the missionary period

(1) Did the missions arrive more than 60 years ago?
(2) Have scripture portions in the vernacular been translated?
(3) Has the New Testament been published in the vernacular?
(4) Has the Bible been published in the vernacular?
(5) Was the New Testament published more than 60 years ago?
(6) Is Protestant missionary density in the nation more than 22 ordained

missionaries per million population?

v. In the current period

(1) Are Muslims in the nation less than 50 per cent?
(2) Are protestants in the tribe 20 per cent or over?
(3) Are Catholics in the tribe 20 per cent or over?
(4) Is there independency in any physically adjoining tribe?

c. Measuring the zeitgeist scale: each "yes" answers adds 1 mark.  The total tribal
zeitgeist is the total number of questions answered "yes." Barrett identifies four ranges
in the scale in relation to independency:

i. 0-5: Dormancy; No independent churches are found.

ii. 6-7: Marginal separation; 25% of the tribes in this category exhibit a relatively
weak independent church movement.

iii. 8-12: Pressure; 50% of the tribes in this category have independent churches
of some form.

iv. 13-18: Inevitable independency; virtually every tribe in this category has an
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independent church.

d. Things to note:

i. No one factor is necessarily more crucial than the others; only the sum total of
all the factors had significance.  (Barrett has been criticized for not weighing
each of the 18 factors, but he feels that there is no need to do so.) 

ii. Some answers to the questions never change (Is this tribe Bantu?), while others
change with time (Has the Bible been published?).  Overall, the average zeitgeist
is increasing as time goes on, thus, independency should be expected to
increase.

iii. The scale may be used as a predictor for independency in a particular tribe (as
the zeitgeist gets higher, so will the probability of an independent church being
formed).

2. Why do independent churches grow?

a. The statistics (1985):

i. 7,170 separate and distinct denominations 
ii. 43 countries 
iii. 74,000 centers of worship 
iv. 29.1 million church members 
v. 850,000 new members per year 

b. David Hesselgrave lists nine factors common to rapidly growing religious movements
around the world (Dynamic Religious Movements, pp. 297-326):

i. Timing: growth comes most rapidly in non-ideal (usually stressed) times.

ii. Culture: usually both for and against their local culture.

iii. Beliefs: Four elements are usually present:

(1) A unique message 

(2) Practical beliefs 

(3) All-encompassing teachings 

(4) Apocalyptic faith 

iv. Group Organization: typically one basic structure is present.  Elements include:

(1) Strong hierarchy 
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(2) Charismatic leadership at the top 

(3) Ample chance to participate and lead by those at lower levels 

v. Worship: common aspects are 

(1) Some form of conversion/initiation rite 

(2) Active participation in worship by the congregation 

(3) Worship is geared to meet felt needs 

vi. Meeting places and material objects which help to provide security and
identity.

vii. Revelation and linguistic behavior that demonstrates clear authority.

viii. Affective and emotional elements which help to provide identity,
belongingness, security, ecstasy, awe, and zeal.

ix. Propagation techniques that include:

(1) A vision for the world 

(2) Aggressive programs of outreach 

(3) Face-to-face communication 

(4) Use of mass media 

(5) Establishment of schools
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